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Abstract 

The main point behind this study was to analyze that NPV is better than IRR. As NPV is calculated on 

capital cost and IRR is determined on calculated IRR rate. For mutually exclusive projects NPV is 

preferable and for individual projects IRR is preferable. The main objective behind the study was to learn 

the existing system then reviewed preference of authors and after accessing the gap analyzed that either 

NPV is better or not. This quantitative and longitudinal study was conducted to test hypothesis. The 40 

copy righted Google books were selected randomly, to categorize the data ordinal scale was used and then 

analyze the data by sum, mean and graphical presentation. These views were analyzed on individual basis 

and by categorizing under 10 different disciplines. Then found that 52.50% authors had the view that NPV 

is better Than IRR.  

Keywords: NPV, IRR, Better, Hypothesis testing, Disciplines, Sum, Mean, Quantitative study, Google 

books. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

NPV is the net present value which is the sum of all the future cash flows to determine the present value. Cash flows 

include the both inflows and outflows that are discounted at a rate. It is calculated as: 

NPV = Cash inflows – Cash outflows or expenditure of Investment 

The net present value (NPV) of a project is the sum of the present value of all its cash flows, both inflows and 

outflows, discounted at a rate consistent with project’s risk.  

 

In this expression  represent net cash flow in the year t, r is the discount rate and n represent the life of the project 

(Smart, Megginson, & Lucey, 2008). Net present value actually shows the sum of the present values in excess of its 

cost at some defined rate of interest or discount rate. It is calculated by applying the PV formula and at the end of 

computation of all PVs; then sum of all the values is done. Net present value is the excess of present value (PV) of 

future cash inflows to be generated by project over the amount of initial investment (I).   

 

The present values of future cash flows are computed using the so called cost of capital (or minimum required rate of 

return) as the discount rate (Shim Ph.D.  & Siegel Ph.D., 2008). If the project shows the positive result then that 

project is accepted as net present value shows more value than the project’s initial cost.  NPV describes the value of 

investment in amount but IRR shows the amount in percentage. IRR is the “Internal Rate of Return” which is used to 

determine that what rate of return an investor is taking on a project. IRR provides the answer in percentage. It is 

actually based on the present value concept; the amount of money which you receive today has more worth than you 

receive tomorrow. IRR is actually the capital budgeting technique which actually equates the NPV answer to the 

initial investment or cost. It can be calculated as; 

 

Here r is the rate of return on investment. Rate of return should be of that which will make the answer equal to zero. 

IRR describes what is the percentage return on my investment? IRR input include the amount and timing of cash 

invested in a project and the amount and timing of cash flow out. The percentage IRR provides is a hurdle rate; if the 

particular investment exceeds the investor’s threshold, it may be interest (Quatman II & Ranjit).  
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1.1 IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY 

IRR is used to evaluate that which one investment is providing comparatively better rate of return. Some investors 

prefer to use IRR as to take decision on the basis of required rate of return calculated in percentage. Financial 

managers prefer to use IRR. The preference for IRR is due to the general disposition of businesspeople towards rate 

of return rather than actual rupee return. They tend to find NPV less intuitive because it does not measure the amount 

relative to the amount invested (Gitman & Lawrence, 2008). But some investors prefer to use the NPV because it 

evaluates the investment project in amount. In amount or money value it is easily to understand that what a project is 

providing in return but in IRR it is difficult to evaluate. It is because the IRR gives answer in percentage which in 

many cases become difficult for investors to evaluate return. NPV project evaluation is superior to that of IRR. NPV 

discounts all the cash flows to present to see whether the investment project will cause benefit or loss to the investor 

(Don, Richard, Steve, Jhon, & Patrick, 2002).  

1.2 OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 

NPV and IRR are the investment evaluation techniques used to evaluate which one project is giving better return.  

The main plan behind this study is to determine; 

i. To learn the on hand system of NPV and IRR. 

ii. Review the preference of authors to NPV than IRR. 

iii. Access the gap and facts between NPV and IRR. 

iv. To evaluate that NPV is better than IRR.  

1.3 HYPOTHESIS 

= NPV is better than IRR. 

= NPV is not better than IRR. 

 

2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

There are many reviews in favor of NPV and against IRR and vice versa. Some of these views are discussed here. Ed 

Wilson, the treasurer of an electronic firm, said that CFO and Managers used rate of return for selection of project 

that’s why firm goes with that project which will provide more rate of return. But Ed failed in describing how the 

NPV was better than IRR. Later on in the meeting of capital budget, Ed asked the professor to explain NPV was 

better than IRR. He explained through an example. A firm with adequate access to capital and 10% WACC was 

choosing between two equally risky and mutually exclusive projects. Project Large was calling for $100,000 and 

receiving $ 50,000 every year for 10 years. Project Small was calling for $1 and receiving .60 every year for 10 years 

(Appendix AI. and AII.).  

Project L                   Project s 

: $ 202, 703.90      : $ 2.43 

: 49.1%         : 59.4% 

Now IRR says choose S and NPV says choose L intuitively. It’s obvious that company would be off choosing a large 

project instead of lower IRR. Now with the 10% cost of capital (WACC) a project with 49.1% rate of return on 

$100,000 investment is more profitable than a project with 59.4% rate of return on $1 investment. Then Ed said that 

NPV is better than IRR because NPV will describe how much value will add, which is what the firm will maximize. 

Hence company switch to NPV from IRR (Brigham & Houston, 2009).  

On another side it was describes that NPV and IRR differ in two ways. First, NPV assumes that cash inflows are 

reinvested at required rate of return, whereas IRR assumes that cash inflows are reinvested at computed IRR. To 

reinvest at required rate of return is more realistic and provide reliable results when comparing mutually exclusive 

projects. Second NPV measures profitability in absolute manner and IRR measures in relative manner (Heitger, 

Mowen, & Hansen, 2007). On the other place it was also argued that in some cases IRR is better and in some cases 

NPV is better but concluded with superiority of NPV. For independent project NPV and IRR reaches the same result, 

if projects are mutually exclusive and different in size than NPV is best because it selects the project that maximizes 

the value. At conclusion it was said that NPV is better than IRR and MIRR for competitive projects (Brigham, 

Daves, & Daves, 2012). On another it was also illustrated that NPV is better than IRR but for mutually exclusive 

projects. Suppose there is a land which is suitable for two projects. One project is to grow grapes as land soil is more 

suitable. Second one is to be mined the land as it has minerals beneath it but both have same initial cost. Now just 

one project can be done. If the land has to dig then vineyard could not be possible and if land has to be mined then it 

cannot be use as vine yard. Now the NPV and IRR are calculated of both projects to take decision about mutually 

exclusive projects (AIII. and AIV.)  
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Mining Project              Vineyard Project  

: $ 59,752.17      : $ 232,843.44 

: 16%         : 15% 

From the project’s NPV and IRR it is cleared that NPV is better than IRR and investor will choose vineyard project 

with more NPV. Thus it’s cleared that for mutually exclusive project NPV is used to determine the profitability 

(Gallagher & Andrew, 2007). In another case it was shown that both NPV and IRR give same suggestions but it was 

only because of the cost of capital. Cost of capital also plays important role in ranking of project. Suppose there are 

two projects A and B. Both have the same initial cost of 105,000. Where cost of capital is 8% and when applied it 

was seen that project A has less NPV (23,970) than project B (25,455). IRR for project “A” (20) is more than project 

“B” (16). But when changed the cost of capital to 10% it was seen that NPV and IRR both were in favor of project 

A. But it doesn’t show that IRR is better than NPV. NPV has shown the result according to IRR. Thus the firm 

should rely on NPV when has to take decision on the basis of ranking (Khan & Jain, 2007).  On the other side it was 

said that NPV is reliable as the discount rate is chosen. If the discount rate is unrealistic, the decision about the 

project is unreliable. If the project is evaluated on the basis of IRR then it should not be accepted if the IRR is high. 

Management should accept the project by analyzing the previous and present data of the business. If the company 

has the good profile then it means company can provide such an impressive IRR. Thus a project should not select on 

the account of its higher IRR but it should be evaluated with NPV using the more realistic discount rate (Groppelli & 

Eshan, 2006). From the other study it was also confirmed that IRR does not measure the absolute dollar amount by 

which a project will change shareholder’s wealth. IRR does not tell us anything about the size of the project it just 

considers cash flows, incorporates the time value of money. It provides the objective decision criterion. Thus it 

means IRR is relative measure but NPV is absolute measure of investment (Lee & Lee, 2006).  Another also deep-

rooted that Net present value (NPV) measures the value created by investment and is the best criterion for selecting 

or rejecting the investment, whether it is industrial or financial (Pascal, Fur, Antonio, Maurizio, & Pierre, 2011). 

Moving ahead it was also stated that net present value reinvest at the cost of capital and also determines the wealth 

of shareholders. NPV assumes that cash inflows are reinvested at the cost of capital whereas, IRR assumes 

reinvestment at project’s IRR. The NPV tends to be more conservative (Harold, 2009 ).   Moreover in another study 

it was also said NPV is the direct measure of a project’s contribution to stockholder’s wealth. But IRR is not a direct 

measure of a project’s contribution to stockholder’s wealth. NPV don’t measure the answer in percentage but it’s not 

a major disadvantage. But IRR’s disadvantage is that it doesn’t consider the reinvestment plan as of NPV (Coker, 

2007). On the other side it was discussed that major reasons of the difference between the answers of NPV and IRR 

are that; NPV does not consider the initial cost but IRR considers. NPV is more conservative where IRR is more 

optimistic but NPV gives better results (Trivedi, 2002). A further description about NPV and IRR that NPV gives 

the different results for mutually exclusive projects because it measures from one aspect and IRR from another 

aspect. NPV measures the dollar change in shareholders wealth that arises from undertaking of project where IRR 

measures the profitability added to the shareholder wealth but not the actual amount (Melicher & Norton, 2010). 

NPV method is preferable for project appraisal when; investor has shortage of funds. In this case opportunity cost of 

capital will be more than market rate. Secondly if the projects are mutually exclusive and when there is difference in 

capital out lay, NPV is best approach. Thirdly if the life span of the projects is different NPV is used and lastly if 

there are negative cash flows in the middle, NPV is used to appraise rather than IRR. IRR method is preferable 

when; cost of capital get raised in various forms, for evaluation of very risky projects, it’s preferable by management 

because it can be compared with cost of capital easily in terms of rate. Thus some aspects of management can be 

compared in better way by the NPV criterion and some in better way by the IRR (Barthwal, 2007). On another 

method it was said that IRR method is used usually because it is easy to visualize than NPV as IRR provides results 

in rate of return (Van Horne & Machowicz, 2006). On another side it was criticized that NPV method is not used 

separately because it only assumes the value of the total surplus of discounted project cash flows but don’t relate it to 

original investment. On the other hand there is the objections in usage of IRR which are; project’s cash flow from 

future aspect are reinvested in project which gives IRR, IRR is of mathematical nature as there are not steady cash 

flows because there are positive and negative cash flows which provide more than one IRR (Gray, Larson, & Desai, 

2011). Moving ahead it was also studied that in some places management prefer to use IRR because it just require 

single input, cash flow stream that a project is expected to generate but NPV requires estimates of both cost of 

capital and cash flow stream. It was also concluded that a project’s NPV is computed with same data as of IRR. So 

compute the both in a project and if the answer is same from both techniques then use IRR to explain and if the 

answer will not same then NPV rule is trust worthy (Hawawini & Claude, 2010). NPV method assumes the cash 

flows reinvested at the cost of capital but IRR assumes to reinvest at the determined IRR. Thus some give 

preferences to the NPV over the IRR (Banerjee, 2008).   
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3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This quantitative study was conducted for the hypothesis testing. The data was collected with minimal integration 

and unit of analysis.   

3.1 DATA COLLECTION 

The study was mainly based on secondary data. In this study data was collected by factors, opinions, decisions and 

examples of authors. This longitudinal study included the published bookish material from 2002-2012.  

3.1.1 POPULATION AND SAMPLING 

Google books were preferred to determine the author’s opinions regarding superiority of NPV over IRR. In this 

study probability sampling was used. 40 copy righted text books were examined. These books were of different 

authors and of different disciplines. These disciplines are 7, named as; Financial Management, Finance, Corporate 

Finance, Project Management and Budgeting, Financial modeling using excel, MBA Cost Accounting and Finance, 

Investments and Managerial Economics. Each discipline includes different books of different authors.  

3.2 DATA ANAYSIS 

For the analysis of results MS Excel 2007 was used. The data was analyzed on the basis of the authors’ point of 

views, gathered randomly and on the other hand these views were analyzed under different disciplines which were 

consisting upon different books. The views were analyzed by categorizing into ordinal scale. It was done to analyze 

the data. This ordinal scale includes “yes” for those who are in favor of NPV, “no” for those who are not in favor of 

NPV but are in favor of IRR and “c” used for those authors who are in favor of both NPV and IRR, those who have 

the view that IRR should use to evaluate individual project and NPV should use to evaluate mutually exclusive 

projects. On the basis of views the mean was calculated and percentages were taken to analyze the data.  

MEAN 

It is the average value, which is calculated by adding all the observations to the number of observations 

 =  

3.3 LIMITATIONS 

i. MIRR “Multiple Internal Rate of Return” is not discussed. 

ii. Just NPV and IRR have been evaluated to determine priority.  

iii. A reinvestment assumption has not been considered. 

iv. Not any yield curve or dual equation of NPV is included. 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The views of authors regarding NPV and IRR are taken by studying different books. These views are categorized by 

ordinal scale. So that it will be easier to understand that how many authors are in favor of NPV and IRR and how 

many are in favor of both. The table 1 & 2 (mentioned in Appendix A2) show the views of authors individually and 

under the head of different disciplines respectively. 

4.1 VIEWS OF RANDOMLY CHOSEN AUTHORS  

Table 4.1 in appendix B shows the views of different authors that are differentiated by using ordinal scale. This table 

depicts that 21 authors are in favor of NPV so their view is taken as “yes” in scale “a”, 4 authors are in favor of IRR 

so their views are taken as “no” in scale “b” and 15 authors argued that in some cases IRR is better and in some 

cases NPV is preferable, so their views are taken as neutral in scale “c”. Thus, 52.50% have the view that NPV is 

better than IRR, 10% have the view that IRR is better than NPV and 37.50% have the view that in some cases NPV 

is preferable and in some cases IRR is preferable.  

4.2 VIEWS UNDER DIFFERENT DISCIPLINES 

Table 4.2 in Appendix shows the views of different authors that are analyzed under different disciplines. Each 

discipline comprises different number of books. Under each head numbers of views are mentioned. From the table it 

is cleared that under the discipline of Financial Management, a scale is showing that 2 books representing that NPV 

is better than IRR, 1 book representing that IRR is better than NPV and 4 books are representing that in some cases 

NPV is better and in some cases IRR is better. In the same way under another discipline Finance, a scale is depicting 

that 1 book is representing its favor for NPV than IRR, 1 is in favor of IRR and 1 in favor of both NPV and IRR i.e. 

in some cases NPV is better and in some cases IRR is better. Similarly 3
rd

 discipline is Corporate Finance. Under this 

discipline 2 books are in favor of NPV, no one is in favor of IRR and 2 books under this discipline representing that 

in some cases NPV is better and in some cases IRR is better i.e. neutral and scale is c and so on. At the end, sum of 

the yes, no and neutral has been taken and it is again found that 52.50% books depict “yes” that is NPV is better than 
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IRR, 10% books depict that IRR is better than NPV and 37.50% depict that in some cases NPV is better and in some 

cases IRR is better to use. These views are also described in the form of graph by incorporating scales of each 

discipline.  

Thus, from the authors’ individual analysis and from the analysis of authors view under disciplines it is cleared that 

52.50% views are in favor of NPV. That’s why hypothesis  is accepted that is NPV is better than IRR.  

4.3 DISCUSSIONS 

In a study it is found that NPV is superior to IRR as it is consistent with shareholders wealth maximization (Pogue, 

2010). On the other side an author argued that in IRR the cash flows are one made by NPV, that cash flows are 

reinvested at the required rate of return (Keown, Martin, Petty, & Scott, 2005). Moving ahead it is also studied that 

assumption of NPV is considered conceptually superior than IRR because in IRR many rates are there but NPV 

consider only one rate that is cost of capital (Khan & Jain, 2003).  

 

5. Conclusion 

Net present value and internal rate of return are the capital budgeting techniques mostly used to evaluate the projects 

or investments. For individual projects IRR is used mostly to evaluate the project and NPV is preferable when the 

projects are mutually exclusive. But sometimes investors prefer to use NPV because it is easy to calculate and 

reinvest the cash flows at the cost of capital. And sometimes IRR is preferable because it gives answer in percentage 

and it is easy to understand. But IRR reinvest at calculated IRR.  

 In study the main purpose was to analyze that NPV is better than IRR. It was analyzed that NPV is the most 

preferable and mostly used method to analyze the projects. A hypothesis was developed that is “NPV is better than 

IRR”. To prove this hypothesis data was collected from the Google books. These books are copy righted. 40 Books 

of various disciplines and authors were taken randomly from 2002-2012. Views of authors were analyzed by 

calculating sum and mean of the collected views. These views are analyzed on individual basis and on the basis of 

different disciplines. For the calculation purpose MS Excel 2007 was used.  

 After concluding the result it was find out from the sum and mean that 52.50% authors are in favor the 

point, NPV is better than IRR. On the other hand 10% have the view that IRR is better than NPV. Remaining 

37.50% have the view that in some cases IRR is better and in some cases NPV is better. IRR is better when projects 

are individual and NPV is better when projects are mutually exclusive. Same results were found when analyzed 

views under different disciplines. At the end it was proved that NPV is better than IRR. So hypothesis  is 

accepted. Thus NPV is better than IRR.  
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A 
Rtae 10%

Initial Cost -100,000

Year Cash Flows PV Year Cash Flows PV

1 50,000 $45,454.55 1 0.6 0.545454545

2 50,000 $41,322.31 2 0.6 0.495867769

3 50,000 $37,565.74 3 0.6 0.450788881

4 50,000 $34,150.67 4 0.6 0.409808073

5 50,000 $31,046.07 5 0.6 0.372552794

6 50,000 $28,223.70 6 0.6 0.338684358

7 50,000 $25,657.91 7 0.6 0.307894871

8 50,000 $23,325.37 8 0.6 0.279904428

9 50,000 $21,204.88 9 0.6 0.254458571

10 50,000 $19,277.16 10 0.6 0.231325974

Sum $307,228.36 Sum 3.686740263

NPV $202,703.90 NPV $2.43

YEAR Cash Flows YEAR Cash Flows

0 (100,000.00)$      0 (1.00)$             

1 50,000.00$          1 0.60$               

2 50,000.00$          2 0.60$               

3 50,000.00$          3 0.60$               

4 50,000.00$          4 0.60$               

5 50,000.00$          5 0.60$               

6 50,000.00$          6 0.60$               

7 50,000.00$          7 0.60$               

8 50,000.00$          8 0.60$               

9 50,000.00$          9 0.60$               

10 50,000.00$          10 0.60$               

IRR 49% IRR 59%

NPV of L NPV of S

IRR of L IRR of S

AI. AII.

 
 

Mining Project Vine Project Mining Project Vine Project

Rate YEAR Cash Flows Cash Flows YEAR Cash Flows Cash Flows

10% 0 -736,369 -736,369 0 -736,369 -736,369

1 500,000 0 1 500,000 0

2 300,000 0 2 300,000 0

3 100,000 0 3 100,000 0

4 20,000 50,000 4 20,000 50,000

5 5,000 300,000 5 5,000 300,000

6 5,000 500,000 6 5,000 500,000

7 5,000 500,000 7 5,000 500,000

8 5,000 500,000 8 5,000 500,000

NPV $59,752.17 $232,843.44 IRR 16% 15%

AIII AIV.
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Appendix B 

4.1 Views of Authors Choose Randomly 

     

S.No Authors  (a) (b) (c ) 

1 Eugene,Joel a     

2 Dan,Maryanne,Don a     

3 Brigham,Phillip     c 

4 Timothy,Joseph     c 

5 Khan,Jain a     

6 Groppelli,Eshan a     

7 Cheng, Alice a     

8 Pascal,Yann.at.al a     

9 Harold     c 

10 Keyode a     

11 Trivedi a     

12 Ronald,Edgar     c 

13 Barthwal     c 

14 James,Horne,John   b   

15 Clifford,Larson,Gautam     c 

16 Gabriel,Claude     c 

17 Banerjee     c 

18 Gitman, Lawrence   b   

19 Dawn, Richard.et.al a     

20 Mathew a     

21 Devi a     

22 John a     

23 Jeffery,Randalph,Ross a     

24 Rudolph     c 

25 Bodie     c 

26 Jee, Joel     c 

27 Uwe, Deryl,Peter     c 

28 Devis,Rick     c 

29 Kevin,Gary,Lynne a     

30 Todd a     

31 Chary a     

32 Chandan a     

33 Jerry, Menuel.et.al   b   

34 McAllister a     

35 Olson   b   
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36 Colin a     

37 Mohan     c 

38 Imad a     

39 Theodore,John a     

40 Michael     c 

  Sum 21 4 15 

  Mean 52.50% 10.00% 37.50% 

 

4.2 Views under different Disciplines 

      

S.No Disciplines a b c Total 

1 Financial Management 2 1 4 7 

2 Finance 1 1 1 3 

3 Corporate Finance 2 0 0 2 

4 

Project Management and 

Budgeting   5 0 2 7 

5 

Financial Modeling Using 

Excel 2 1 0 3 

6 

MBA Cost, Managerial 

Accounting and Finance 4 1 0 5 

7 Investments 1 0 2 4 

8 Economics 1 0 2 3 

9 Encyclopedia 1 0 1 2 

10 

Industrial and Commercial 

Water Conservation 1 0 3 4 

  Sum 21 4 15 40 

  Mean 52.50% 10.00% 37.50% 100% 

 

Views under different Disciplines 

 


